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ON INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLD TRIPLES

KATSURO SAKAI AND RAYMOND Y. WONG

Abstract. Let Q denote the Hubert cube [-1, if, s = (-1, l)w the

pseudo-interior of Q, X = {(je,-) 6 ilsuplxj < 1} and o = {(x¡) e s\x¡ = 0

except for finitely many i} . A triple (X, M, N) of separable metrizable spaces

is called a (Q, X, rx)- (or (s, X, a)-)manifold triple if it is locally homeomor-

phic to (Q, X, rj) (or (s, X, a)). In this paper, we study such manifold triples

and give some characterizations.

0. Introduction

Throughout this paper, spaces are separable and metrizable. A manifold mod-

eled on a given space E is called an E-manifold. For a given pair (E, F) (or

triple (E, F, G) ) of spaces, an (E, ffmanifold pair (or (E, F, Gfmanifold
triple) is a pair (X, M) (or triple (X, M, N) ) of spaces such that there is an

open cover ^ of I and open embeddings 4>v : U —> E, U G %A, such that

(t>u(MnU) = Fn(j)u(U) (and respectively <f>v(NnU) = Gn<f>L,(U)). Let Q
denote the Hilbert cube [-1, l]ÙJ, s = (-1, l)w (the pseudo-interior of Q),

I = {(x,.) G s\ sup|x,| < 1} = U~,[-l+"~', l-«"'f and o = {(x;) G s\xt = 0
except for finitely many /} . In this paper we study (Q, I, a)- (or (s,1, o)-)

manifold triples.

A closed subset A of a space X is called a Z-set in X if for each map

f:Q-+X and each e > 0, there is a map g: Q —► X\A with D(f, g) < e .

A subset M of X is called a cap (or f.d. cap) set for X if M = \Jn€N Mn ,
where Mx c M2 c • ■ • is a tower of (resp. finite-dimensional) compact Z-sets

in X satisfying the following conditions:

(*) For each (finite-dimensional) compact set A in X, each e > 0 and

each m G N, there is an integer n > m and an embedding h: A —► Mn such

that h\An Mm = id and d(h, id) < e ,

where d is a metric for X [An3 and Ch,]. We call M a strong (f.d.) cap set

for X if in the above definition M = U„€n Mn satisfies the following stronger

condition:
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(*) For each (finite-dimensional) compact Z-set A in X, each open cover

%A of X and each m g N, there is an n > m and a homeomorphism h : X —* X

such that h\ Mm = id, h(A) c Mn and h is %-close to id.

A strong (f.d.) cap set is called a 2A-skeletoid (or AÀAA AA2A -skeletoid) in [BP,],

where AAZA (or %A AAZA ) is the collection of (finite-dimensional) compact Z-sets in

X. In case X is complete-metrizable, strong (f.d.) cap sets are topologically

unique, that is, if M and A^ are strong cap sets (or strong f.d. cap sets) for

X then there is a homeomorphism h: X —► X such that h(M) = N ([BP2,

Chaper IV, Theorem 2.1]). In case X is a Q- (or 5-)manifold, (f.d.) cap sets

for X are strong (f.d.) cap sets [BP2, Chapter IV, Proposition 4.1]. Note that

I is a cap set and a is an f.d. cap set for both Q and 5 . A pair (X, M) is a

(Q, I)- (or (s, I)-)manifold pair if and only if X is a Q- (or s-)manifold and

M is a cap set for X. A pair (X, N) is a (Q, a)- (or s, cx)-)manifold pair if

and only if X is a Q- (or s-)manifold and N is an f.d. cap set for X  [Ch,].

It is well known that 5 is homeomorphic to (=) the separable Hilbert space

l2 [An,].  Let if be the linear span of the Hilbert cube EL^nI-'   ' > '"'] m
O f

l2, i.e., If = {(x(.) G l2\ sup|zx(| < 00}, and l2   the linear span of the usual
f .

orthonormal basis, i.e., l2 = {(x;)g/2|x( = 0 except for finitely many /}.

Then if is a cap set and l[ is an f.d. cap set for l2 ; hence (l2, if) = (s, I ) and

(l2, l2) = (s, a). It is not clear whether (l2, if, l2) = (s, I, a), or whether

any one of the following triples homeomorphic to (Q, I, a) or (s, I, o) :

(Q,Q\s,Qf\s),    (Q,l',o),    (s,l',o),    (f, Iw \0IW, f;),

where Qf = {(x¡) G Q\ x¡ = 0 except for finitely many i), l! = {(xA) G s\ |x(| <
O

i except for finitely many i} , I = [0, 1], / = (0, 1) and I™ = l"Jr\Qf. In gen-

eral, we can ask whether (X, M, N) is a (Q, I, o)- (or (s, Z, cr)-)manifold

triple when X is a Q- (or s-)manifold, M is a cap set and N is an f.d. cap

set for X such that N c M. This question relates to a conjecture on function

spaces as follows: The triple

(C(X,Y),     LIP(X,Y),     PL(X,Y))

is an (s, I, a)-manifold triple if X and Y are polyhedra in K" , X is compact,

dim X f; 0 and Y has no isolated point (or Y is open in R" ), where C(X, Y)

is the space of maps from X to Y, LIP(X, Y) the subspace of C(X, Y)

consisting of all Lipschitz maps and PL(X, Y) the subspace of C(X, Y) con-

sisting of all piecewise linear maps (cf. [Ge],  [Sa3],  [SW]).

In §2, we give a characterization of (Q, I, a)- (or (s,I, a))-manifold triples.

Using this characterization, we can easily show, among other results, that

(l2,lf,l2f) = (s,I,o), (Q,Q\s,Qf\s) = (Q,I,s), etc. This section

contains our principal results on manifold triples.

In §3, we establish a relationship between (I, cr)-manifold pairs and Ixi-

manifolds. In fact, we show that I \ o = I x s ; for any (I, er)-manifold pair
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( M, N), M\N is a I x s-manifold and each X x s-manifold is homeomorphic

to M\N for some (I, g)-manifold pair (M, N). Using the fact I\o = Ixs,

we can easily construct a cap set M and an f.d. cap set N for both Q and 5

so that N c M but (Q, M, N)^(Q,I, a) and (s, M, N)¥(s,Z,o).

Example. Let N = {(x;) gs|x( = \ except for finitely many /} and M =

I'llN. Then N is clearly an f.d. cap set for both Q and 5 and M is a cap set

for both Q and j ([Ch, , Theorem 6.6]). Hence M\N = l! s I ^ Ixs = I\o

since I x s is not o -compact. Therefore (M, N) ^ (I, a), which implies

(Q,M,N)¥(Q,I,o) and (s, M, N)? (s ,1, o).
Applying the result of §2, we give in §3 a characterization of (I, cr)-manifold

pairs and show that (X, M, N) is a (Q, I, o)- (or (s,1, er)-)manifold triple

if and only if (X, M) is a (Q, X)- (or (s, X)-)manifold pair (or (X, N) is a

(Q, a)- (or (5, a) -)manifold pair) and (M, N) is a (I, cr)-manifold pair.

Notations and terminology. A metric for a space X is denoted by d . for A c X

and x G X, let d(x, A) = inf {d(x, a)\a G A} . For maps /, g: Y —► X, let

d(f, g) = sup{d(f(y), g(y))\y e Y}. For A c X and a collection 3S of
subsets of X, let stL4,^) = (J{B eA^\Ar\B ± 0}. Let sf and 3ê be

collections of subsets of X. Define st(j/ , AÁS) = {st(A, B)\ A G stf) . For n G

N, let st"(^) = st(st"-1(^), âS), where st0(^) = SB . We denote s/ < AÁ8

if each A G s/ is contained is some B G AAS . Maps /, g: Y —► X are said

to be ^"-close if {{f(y),g(y)}\y G Y) < 3B. A homotopy h: Y x I ^ X

is called a A%-homotopy if {{/¡({y} x /)} \y g y} < ^.   Then we say that

hQ = h\Y x {0} is ¿%-homotopic to /z, = /z| y x {1} and denote h0 ~ /z, .

Let ^ be an open cover of X. A map /: Y —> X is called a %A-homotopy

equivalence if there is a map g:I^y called a %A-homotopy inverse of / such

that fg ~ idx and g/ ~ id . Afine homotopy equivalence f: Y —> X is a

%A-homotopy equivalence for any open cover %A of X. Let A be a closed set

in X. An open cover 'V of X \ A is said to be normal relative to A provided

any homeomorphism h: X\A —> X\A of X\A onto itself which is 2^-close

to id can be extended to a homeomorphism h: X —> X of X onto itself by

À|^ = id.

1. Pair versions of (f.d.) cap sets

Let X be a space and y c X . A strong (f.d.) cap set M for X is called a

strong (f.d.) cap set for (X, Y) if h in (*)^ above satisfies h(Y) = Y. Let

H(X) be the group of homeomorphisms of X onto itself and H(X, Y) the

subgroup of H(X) consisting of all h G H(X) satisfying h(Y) = Y. A strong

(f.d.) cap set for (X, Y) is called an H(X, Y)-2A-skeletoid (or i/(X, y)-

skeletoid) in [BP2]. In general /f\X, y) is not closed in #(X) in the topology

of uniform convergence with respect to any metric for X. Hence the following

lemma does not follow immediately from [ BP2, Chapter IV, Proposition 2.2].
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1.1. Lemma. Let X be complete-metrizable and Y c X. Then for any two

strong (f.d. ) cap sets M and N for (X, Y) and any open cover %A of X,

there is a homeomorphism h: (X, M, Y) —► (X, N, Y) which is %A-close to

id.

Proof. A proof can be given following the same procedure as in [ Ch, , Lemma

4.3] and will be omitted.

Let (M, N) be a pair of subsets of a space X. We call (M, N) a (cap,

f.d. capfpair for X if M = \J^=X Mn , where Mx c M2 c ■ ■ ■ is a tower of

compact Q-manifolds satisfying (*) above and the following:

(**) Each Mn isa Z-set for Mn+X and each M n N is an f.d. cap set for

Remark. It follows that N is an f.d. cap set for X .

1.2. Lemma. Let (M, N) be a (cap, f.d. capfpair for a Q- (or s-)manifold X.

Then M is a strong cap set for (X, N).

Proof. Write M = \JneN Mn as in the definition of (cap, f.d. cap)-pair. Let ^

be an open cover of X and A a compact Z-set in X . From (*), there is an

n > m and an embedding f:A^>Mn such that f\Af) Mm = id and / is

^-homotopic to id. By [Ch, , Lemma 5.4, Theorems 6.7 and 6.6],

L = (Mn+lnN)\f(AnMJ

and

L' = {{{Mn+X n N) \ f(A)) U f(A n N)) \ f(A nMJ

are f.d. cap sets for M x \ f(A n Mm). Let 'V be an open cover of

Mn+x\f(AnMm) suchthat 'V < %A and W is normal relative to f(A(lMm).

By [ Ch, , Theorem 6.2], we have a homeomorphism of pair

g: (Mn+x\f(AnMJ, L') -> (Mn+x\f(AnMJ, L)

which is ^"-homotopic to id. Then g extends to a homeomorphism g: Mn+]

—► Mn+X with g\f(AC\Mm) = id, and g is gc'-homotopic to id. Observe that

gf(A nN)cN and gf(A \ N) c Mn+X \ N ; that is, gf(A) r\N = gf(A n N).
Since gf: A —» X is a Z-embedding which is st ¿^-homotopic to id, gf

extends to a homeomorphism h : X —> X which is st ^-isotopic to id by the

Homeomorphism Extension Theorem [AC]. By [Ch, , Lemma 5.4], N\h(A)

and h(N\A) = h(N)\h(A) are f.d. cap set for X \ h(A). Similarly, there is a

homeomorphism k: X -► X suchthat k\h(A) = id, kh(N\A) = N\h(A) and

k is ^-close to id. Since h(A n N) = h(A) n N, we have kh(N) = N. Thus

we have a homeomorphism kh: X —* X such that kh(N) = N, kh\Af) Mm =

gf\A n Mm = id, kh(A) = gf(A) c g(Mf c Mn+X and kh is st3 ^-close to

id.    D

For any countable locally finite simplicial complex K, \K\ x Q is a Q-

manifold and  |A"| x 5 is an s-manifold [We].  As easily observed,  (I, a)  is
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a (cap, f.d. capfpair for both Q and s. It is straightforward to verify the

following:

1.3. Lemma. For any countable locally finite simplicial complex K, (|AT| x

I, \K\ x a) is a (cap, f.d. capfpair for both \K\ x Q and \K\x s.

It is also easy to verify that various versions of (I, a) mentioned in the

introduction are (cap, f.d. cap)-pairs. The following is rather useful in the

proof of our characterization.

1.4. Lemma. Let (M, N) be a (cap, f.d. cap )-pair for a Q- (or s-) manifold

X and U an open set in X. Then (M n U, N n U) is a ( cap, f.d. cap )-pair

for U.

Proof. Let M = [jn€NMn be as in the definition and for each n G N, let

An = {x € U\d(x, X \ U) < l/n}. Without loss of generality, we may assume

that Mx n Ax jí 0. By [ Ch2 ], Mx n U = \K\ x Q for some countable locally

finite simplical complex K. Hence, \K\ xo is an f.d. cap set for \K\xQ. On

the other hand, Mx n N n U is an f.d. cap set for Mx n U by [ Ch2, Lemma

5.4]. By [Ch, , Theorem 6.2], we have a homeomorphism

h: (MxnU,Mxr\NnU) -+(\K\ xQ, \K\ x o).

Since Mx f)Ax is compact, h(Mx f)Ax) c \L\ x Q for some finite subcomplex

L of K. Let M* = h~ (\L\ x Q). Then M* is a compact Q-manifold with

Mxr\Ax c M* c M, n U and M* n N n U = h~x(\L\ x a) an f.d. cap set.

Using this process inductively, we obtain compact g-manifolds M* , n G N,

such that M*_x U (Mn n A J c M* c Mn n U and M* n N n U is an f.d. cap

set for M*. Then M n U = \Jn€N M* satisfies (*) and (**) relative U and

NnU.   d

A subset M of a space X said to be map-dense in X if for each compact set

A in X and each e > 0, there is a map f:A^M such that d(f, id) < e .

1.5. Lemma. Let (M, N) be a pair of subsets of a space X such that M is an

ANR. Then (M, N) is a ( cap, f.d. capfpair for X if and only if M is map-
dense in X and M = U„£n Mn , where MXV\M2 c • • • is a tower of compact

Q-manifolds satisfying (**) and the following:

(*)' For each compact set A in M, each e > 0 and each m G N, there is

an n > m and a map f:A^>Mn with d(f, id) < e, and f(A n M ) c M  .

Proof. The "only if" part is trivial. By [ Sa2, Proposition 2.1] (cf. [ Sa, , Lemma

1]), we can verify that {A/„}„6N satisfies (*).   D

Since a cap set for a Q- (or s-)manifold is a Z-manifold, we have the fol-

lowing.

1.6. Corollary. Let (M, N) be a (cap, f.d. capfpair for a Q- (orS-) manifold
X. Then for any homeomorphism f: M -+ M of M onto itself and M c Y c

X, (M,f(N)) is a ( cap , f.d. cap )-pair for Y.
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2. Characterization of (Q, I, a)- (or (s, I, ct)-)manifold triples

Here we give a characterization of (Q, I, a)- (or (s,1, <7)-)manifolds.

2.1. Theorem. Let X be a Q- (or s-) manifold and N c M c X. Then the

following are equivalent:

(i) (X, M, N) is a (Q, I, a)- (or (s,1, o)-) manifold triple ;

(ii)  (M, N) is a (cap, f.d. capfpairfor X ;
(iii) M is a strong cap set for (X, N) and N is an f.d. cap set for X.

Proof. The implication (ii) => (iii) is Lemma 1.2 and (iii) => (ii) follows from

Lemmas 1.3, 1.2 and 1.1. We shall prove the equivalence of (i) and (ii).

(ii) => (i): Each x G X has an open neighborhood U with an open em-

bedding g: U -► Q (or g:t/-»i). By Lemma 1.4, (M n U, N n U) and

(Lng(U), a n g(U)) are (cap, f.d. cap)-pairs for U and g(U), respectively.

Then by Lemmas 1.2 and 1.1, there is a homeomorphism

4>: (U, Mn u, NnU) - (g(U), ing(U), ong(U)).

Therefore (X, M, N) is a (Q,I, o)- (or (s, I, o-)-)manifold triple.

(i) => (ii): By [Ch,] X = \K\ x Q (or \K\ x s) for some countable locally

finite simplicial complex K. Since (|A"|xZ, |Ä"|xcz) is a (cap, f.d. cap)-pair for

\K\ x Q (or \K\ xs) by Lemma 1.3, we have a (cap, f.d. cap)-pair (M1, N') for

X. From the definition of manifold triples and Lemma 1.4, X has a countable

star-finite open cover ^ such that for each U & %A, (M n U, N n U) is a

(cap, f.d. cap)-pair for U. By [ AHW ] there is an ordering {£/}(GN of ^ and

a sequence «, < n2 < ••• in N such that for any f e H(X), i G N, with

fi\X\Ui = id, {f o ■ ■ ■ o /[},€N converges pointwise to an / g H(X) with

f\U. = fn o ••• o /JU¡. Note that (M' n Ux, N' n Ux ) is a (cap, f.d. cap)-pair

for Ux by Lemma 1.4. Using Lemmas 1.2 and 1.1, we have a homeomorphism

hx: ({/,, m' nux, N'nUl)->(Ux,Mnux, Nnux)

which can be extended to an /, G H(X) by /i|^\t7, = id . Then fx(M')nUx =

f(M')nf(Ux) = fx(M'nUx) = MnUx . Similarly we have fx(N')nUx = NnUx .
Since (f(M') n U2, fx(N ) n Uf) is a (cap, f.d. cap)-pair for U2, we have a

homeomorphism

h2: (U2,fx(M')nu2,f(N')nu2) ^(u2,Mnu2,Nnu2)

which can be extended to an f2 g H(X) by f2\ X\ U2 = id. Since f2fx(M') n

U2 = MnU2 and

/2/,(M') n (L, \ Uf) = f2((fx(M') n L,) \ C/2)

= /2((Mnc/,)\L/2) = Mn(c/, \c/2),

/2/,(M') n (Ux U £/2) = M n ([/, U L2). Similarly ^/.(A^') n (L, U Uf) =
N n(UxuU2). By induction, we can construct f G H(X), i G N, such that

/¡|*\t/ =id,

/■o---o/(A/')n(C/, u-.-uc/,) = Mn(i/, U---UC/,.)
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and

fo-.-of (n') n (Ux u • • • u UA) = n n (ux u • • • u u¡).

We also note that /, o • • ■ o/,([/, u • • • U U¡)UX U • ■ • U Ul.. Let /G H(X) be the

limit of {f¡ o • • • o /,}/€N . Then f(M') = M and f(N') = N . In fact, for any

x g m' n U¡,

fix) = fn¡ o ■ ■ ■ °fn(x) G /„( o .. -ofn(M') n (Un¡ U • • • U £/„.) C M

and for y = /(x) GMn/(c/),

^/„jo...o/iiWej/n/1.o...o/í|(í/B|U...ul/li)

= A/n(c7„iu---uc/„/)

= /«,0---°/«l(^'n(c/„iU---UL/„))

c f(M').

Hence /(AT') = M. Similarly f(N')cN. Therefore

(X,M',N')^(X,M,N),

which implies that (M, N) is a (cap, f.d. cap)-pair for X .   D

We can apply Theorem 2.1 to verify that various triples mentioned in the In-

troduction are homeomorphic to (Q,I, o) or (s ,1, a). Combining Theorem

2.1 with Lemma 1.1, we have the following

2.2. Classification Theorem. Let (X, M, N) and (X1, M', N') be (Q, I, o)-

(or (5,1, o)-)manifold triples. Then (X, M, N) = (X1, M', N') if and only

if X = X'. Moreover each homeomorphism f: X -* X' is approximated by

homeomorphisms h: X —> X such that h(M) = M' and h(N) = N'.

The following follows from the Stability Theorem for Q- (or s-)manifolds

[ AS ] and Theorem 2.2.

2.3. Stability Theorem. Let (X, M, N) be a (Q,I, o)- (or (s,I, o)-)mani-

fiold triple. Then the projection p: X x Q —► X (or p: X x s —► X) is approx-

imated by homeomorphisms h: X x Q —> X (or h: X x s —» X) such that

h(M xT) = M and h(N x a) = N.

By Lemma 1.3, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, the Triangulation Theorem for Q- (or

s-) manifolds [ Ch2 ] yields the following.

2.4. Triangulation Theorem. For any (Q, I, a)- ( or (s, I, a)-)manifold triple

(X, M, N), there is a countable locally finite simplical complex K such that

(X,M,N)^ (\K\ xQ,\K\xI, \K\ x o)    (or (\K\ xs,\K\xI, \K\ x a)).

Lemma 1.4, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and the Open Embedding Theorem for

5-manifolds [ He ] yield the following.
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2.5. Open Embedding Theorem. For any (s,I, ofmanifold (X, M, N), there

is an open embedding g: X -+ s such that g(M) = g(X) n I and g(N) =

g(X)no.

In the (s ,1, a)-manifold case, we have the following version of Theorem

2.2 since two s-manifolds having the same homotopy type are homeomorphic

[He].

2.6. Classification Theorem II. Let (X, M, N) and (X1, M', N') be (s, I, a)-

manifold triple. Then (X, M, N) = (X1, M', N1) if and only if X = X' or
M^M' of N sun'.

3.    (I, (T)-MANIFOLD PAIRS AND   I X 5-MANIFOLDS

In [BM], Bestvina and Mogilski gave a characterization of I x 5-manifolds

and established the Stability, Triangulation, Open Embedding Theorems, etc.

In particular, they proved that I x s = s", where s^ = {(x() g scü\x¡ =

0 except for finitely many z'}. Note that

Ixs = oxQxs = oxs.

The following can be shown by using the characterization of I x s [BM, Corol-

lary 6.3], but we give here a different proof using Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.

3.1. Theorem.  I\o = Ixs.

Proof. Note (Iw, Iwf) = (Q,o). It is easy to see that (Iwf xQ,lwf x o) is a

(cap, f.d. cap)-pair for Ie0 x Q. By Theorems 2.1 and 2.2,

(f x Q, f¡ x Q, Iwf x o) = (Q,I, o).

Since Q\a = s [ An3, Theorem 5.3] (cf. [ Ch, , Corollary 8.3]), we have

I \ o = (f°f x Q) \ (f¡ x o) = f¡ x (Q \ a) = o x s = I x s.    a

We have the following relationship between (I, cr)-manifolds and I x s-

manifolds.

3.2. Corollary. (1) For any (I, ofmanifold pair (M, N), M\N isa Ixs-

manifold. (2) Each Ixs-manifold is homeomorphic to M\N for some (I, a)-

manifold pair (M, N).

Proof. Clearly Theorem 3.1 implies (1), and (2) follows from the Triangulation

Theorem for I x s-manifolds [BM, Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 1.3].   D

We next establish the following lemma which is needed in the proof of The-

orem 3.4.

3.3. Lemma. Let (M, N) be a (I, ofmanifold pair and (M1, n) a (cap, f.d.

cap )-pair for an s-manifold. If M = M' then (M, N) = (M', N1).

Proof. We may assume M = M'. There is a countable star-finite open cover

y = {UfieN  of M and open embeddings 0;: Ut> -> I,   i G N, such that
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4>i(Uj nN) = (f>j(UA) no . By [ AHW, Theorem 2] there is a sequence nx <n2<

... in N such that f¡ G H(M), satisfying /, \M\ U¡ = id ; then {fio- ■ -of }/gN

converges pointwise to / G H(M) with f\U¡ = fn o ■ ■ ■ o fn \U¡.

Let W be an open cover of Ux suchthat st6^ is normal relative to M\UX .

For each V g "V, let F* and Vs be open sets in X and 5 respectively

such that Vx n AT = V and Fs n I = 0,(K). Let ^ = {VX\V G ^},

y* = {F*|F g 2H, Ux = (jTx and t/f = \}TS. Then U* P\M =UX,

Uxx n 7Y' = t/, n N', Usxnl = <px(Ux) and U\no = </>,([/, n W). By Lemma

1.4, (Ux, Ux n N') and (<t>x(Ux), </>,([/, n AT)) are (cap, f.d. cap)-pair for Ux

and Usx respectively. Since the inclusions i: Ux c t7, and j: (ßx(Ux) c U¡ are

fine homotopy equivalences, there are maps /: Í7,   —► Ux and g: C/,5 —► 4>X(UX)
■jr °grx 0,(2^) 2^s

such that // ~ id, if ~ id, gj   ~   id and jg ~ id. Then

(z'of/3,    og)(jotp'xof)~iof~ld

and

U°<t>x°f){i°<Px   og)   ~   yog ~ id.

Note that (jo4>xof)~x(Ts) = f~x(T) and ^ < st /~'(^). Hence st ^ <

st2ao0,o/)-1(^) = (7-o(731o/)-1(st2^i). Thus jotf>xof:Uxx ^U¡ isa

st ^-homotopy equivalence, which is st 2^-close to a homeomorphism by

[Fe, Theorem 3.4]. By Theorems 1.2 and 2.2, we have a homeomorphism

A,: (C/f ,ux,uxnN') -> ([/;, 0,(1/,), </>,([/, nTV))

which is st5 ^-close to jo<p{of. Since /2,|t7, is st5 0,(2^)-close to </>,//,

071A1|i/I:(C/1,C/1niV,)^(c71,c71n/V)

is st5 2^-close to fi, hence st5 ^-close to id. Since st6 "y is normal relative

to M\UX, 07'Ä,|L/j extends to a /, G //(M) with fx\M\ Ux = id and

fx(N') nUx= NnUx. By Corollary 1.6 and Theorem 1.2, (X, M, fx(N)) is
an (s, I, (r)-manifold triple. By the same procedure, we have a f2 e H(M)

with ff\M \ U2 = id and f2fx(N) nU2 = N' nU2. Similar to the implication

(i) => (ii) in Thoerem 2.1, f2fx(N') n (Ux U U2) = Nn (Ux U U2). By induction
we obtain, for each i e N, an yj. g //(Af ), such that f\M \ Ui = id and

f¡c• o/^tv') n (£/, u • • ■ u £/,) = A^n (c/, u ■ • • u U¡).

Let / G //(M) be the limit of {f¡ o • • • o /,}(eN . Then /(/Y*) = N. Therefore

(M', N") = (M, N).    D

Since each X-manifold M is homeomorphic to \K\ x I for some countable

locally finite simplicial complex K, we have the theorem which followed from

Lemmas 3.1 (using Theorem 2.1) and Lemma 3.3.
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3.4. Theorem. Each (I, afmanifold paircan be embedded as a (cap, f.d. cap )-

pair for an s-manifold and also for a Q-manifold.

Thus we have the (I, a)-manifold pair versions for Theorems 2.2-2.6. We

now give a characterization of (I, a)-manifold pairs:

3.5. Theorem. Let (M, N) be a pair of spaces.  (M, N) isa (I, afmanifold

pair if and only if M is an ANR and M = \JneN Mn, where M, c M2 c • • •

is a tower of compact Q-manifolds satisfying (*)' and (**).

Proof. The "only if part is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.4 and Lemma

1.5. We need to show the "if part. By [ CDM, Proposition 2.2] and [Mo], M

is a Z-manifold. Since M can be embedded as a cap set for an s-manifold

[Ch, ], (M, N) is a (I, cr)-manifold pair by Lemma 1.5 and Theorem 2.1.   D

By Lemma 1.5, Theorems 2.1 and 3.5, we state another characterization of

(0,1, a)- (or (s, I, fj)-)manifold triples:

3.6. Theorem. Let X  be a  Q- (or sfmanifold and N c M c X.    Then

(X, M, N) isa (Q,I, o)- (or (s, I, a)-) manifold triple ifand only if (M, N)
isa (I, afmanifold pair and M or N is map-dense in X.

In other words, this theorem asserts that (X, M, N) is a (Q,I, a)- (or

(s, I, cr)-manifold triple if and only if (X, M) is a (Q, I)- (or (s, gE)-)mani-

fold pair (or (X, N) is a (Q, a)- (or (s, a)-) manifold pair) and (M, N) is

a (I, cr)-manifold pair.

3.7. Problem, (i) If M is a X-manifold and N is a a-manifold such that

N c M and M \N is a I x s-manifold, then is (M, N) a (I, er)-manifold

pair? (ii) If M is a cap set and N is an f.d. cap set for a Q- (or (s-)manifold

X such that N c M and M \ N is a Sx s-manifold, then is (X, M, N) a

(Q, I, a)- (or (s, I, er)-)manifold triple?
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